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Winner of the 2014 Khyenste Foundation Translation Prize.Nagarjuna's renowned

twenty-seven-chapter Fundamental Verses on the Middle Way (Mulamadhyamakakarika) is the

foundational text of the Madhyamaka school of Mahayana Buddhist philosophy. It is the definitive,

touchstone presentation of the doctrine of emptiness. Professors Siderits and Katsura prepared this

translation using the four surviving Indian commentaries in an attempt to reconstruct an

interpretation of its enigmatic verses that adheres as closely as possible to that of its earliest

proponents. Each verse is accompanied by concise, lively exposition by the authors conveying the

explanations of the Indian commentators. The result is a translation that balances the demands for

fidelity and accessibility.
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"Nagarjuna's Mulamadhyakamakarika has long been one of the most important works in the Asian

philosophical traditions, but access to it is difficult for Western philosophers and scholars. Katsura

and Siderits' translation and commentary renders the work accessible in an outstanding fashion.

The scholarship is of the very highest quality, the translation is authoritative, and the commentary

provides a picture that is vivid and illuminating." (Graham Priest, author of Logic: A Very Short

Introduction)"This new translation by Shoryu Katsura and Mark Siderits is accurate, faithful to the

Indian interpreters, and clear. These two scholars have rendered the Madhyamakakarikas with an



exemplary combination of philological and philosophical rigor, making this the translation of choice

for Nagarjuna's seminal verses." (Tom Tillemans, Professor Emeritus, University of Lausanne)"At

last! At last we have a translation of the Mulamadhyamakakarika that can be enthusiastically

recommended to students! This translation has the authentic flavour of Nagarjuna. It should

certainly become the first translation of choice for all English language work on the

Madhyamakakarika in the foreseeable future. It is highly recommended. Bravo - I am delighted!"

(Paul Williams, Emeritus Professor of Indian and Tibetan Philosophy, University of Bristol, author of

Buddhist Thought: A Complete Introduction to the Indian Tradition)"Mark Siderits and Shoryu

Katsura have produced a masterful translation that is both philologically precise and philosophically

sophisticated and sets extremely high standards for further work on the Mulamadhyamakarika.

Based on the four extant Indian commentaries their explanations of Nagarjuna's concise verses are

a paragon of conceptual clarity. Every student of Buddhist philosophy will want to own a copy of this

book."-- (Jan Westerhoff, Oxford University, author of Nagarjuna's Madhyamaka: A Philosophical

Introduction)"Mark Siderits and Shoryu Katsura have produced what will justly be received as the

go-to translation of one of the most important works of the Indian Buddhist philosophical tradition.

The authors' comments--based on sensitive attention to all the available Indian commentaries on

Nagarjuna's magnum opus--clarify Nagarjuna's verses with admirable concision, while yet

permitting a range of interpretations of Nagarjuna's purport. Siderits and Katsura have thus

achieved something remarkable -- a rendering of Nagarjuna's foundational text that is clear and

concise, but that nevertheless lets us see how Nagarjuna can have been so variously read by

interpreters both traditional and modern." (Dan Arnold, University of Chicago Divinity School, author

of Buddhists, Brahmins, and Belief: Epistemology in South Asian Philosophy of Religion)"This is an

amazing book. It provides a refined translation of Nagarjuna's text and creates a lucid synthesis of

the traditional commentaries, pointing us on our way, challenging every step and at the same time

pushing us to our own intimate insight into the fundamental matter. If a book could ever be a Zen

teacher, this comes as close as we're likely to find. Every Zen student should read it, return to the

pillow, then return to the text, again, and again. And again." (James Ishmael Ford, coauthor of The

Book of MU)

Mark Siderits was trained in Asian and Western philosophy at the University of Hawaii and Yale

University. He has taught both Asian and Western philosophy, for many years at Illinois State

University, and most recently as Professor of philosophy at Seoul National University, from which he

retired in 2012. He is the author or editor of five books and has published numerous articles on a



wide variety of subjects in Indian Buddhist philosophy and comparative philosophy. Much of his

work aims at building bridges between the classical Indian tradition and contemporary philosophy,

by using insights from one tradition to cast light on problems arising in the other. Professor Shoryu

Katsura received his training in Sanskrit and Buddhist Studies at Kyoto University and the University

of Toronto. From 1974 to 2004 he taught in the Department of Indian Philosophy at Hiroshima

University; from 2004 he was Professor of Buddhist Philosophy at Ryukoku University, Kyoto, until

his retirement in 2012. He remains active at Ryukoku University, where he is Director of their

Research Center for Buddhist Cultures in Asia. He is the author or editor of seven books, and has

published over sixty articles on various facets of classical Indian Buddhist thought. He is perhaps

best known for his work on Buddhist epistemology-the thought of Dignaga, Dharmakirti, and their

commentators-but has also made important contributions to the study of Madhyamaka,

Abhidharma, and later Mahayana thought. In addition he serves as chief priest of Kodaiji, a small

Jodo-shinshu temple in Shiga Prefecture.

I am a student of Shambhala Buddhism and have been wanting to learn Madhyamaka for some

time, it being an integral part of the Mahayana teachings. I had come across other translations of

Nagarjuna's famous treatise but found it to be mostly incomprehensible. In this current translation

professors Siderits and Katsura have provided a verse by verse commentary which is invaluable

and makes this challenging text understandable. I have thoroughly enjoyed reading it and would

recommend it to any student of the Mahayana.

Really good translation and commentary based on the 4 known historical commentaries: the

anonymous' AkutobhayÃ„Â•, BhÃ„Â•viveka's, BuddhapÃ„Â•lita's and CandrakÃ„Â«rti's, giving a

profound view on the main buddhist principle: Ã…Â›unyatÃ„Â•, emptiness. A must-read for any

serious buddhist and serious truth seeker! Question everything!

best translation for discussions and study

A remarkable job of translation for one of the fundamental study text in buddhist philosophy. With

gratitude

No problem



Excellent !

A very difficult study but essential to one's Buddhist studies. I recommendsimultaneously studying

the Surangama Sutra while tackling Nagarjuna, which, I believe, will help one to better comprehend

both teachings.

There are not to many translations of Nagarjuna, so to find a book that clearly deciphers meaning is

such a value. This book is conscice and worded in such a clear manor. The book itself as a

package was clean and in prestine condition. It came in super fast. I am very happy with this order.

!!
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